Never clean a bib chain again.

Multiple studies have found that traditional bib clips and holders pose a cross-contamination threat from patient to patient and patient to clinician. Bib-Eze Bib holders are disposable, lightweight, stretchable dental bib holders that can be thrown away with the dirty napkin, reducing the risk of cross-contamination that comes from standard bib holders.

Bib-Eze is a cost-effective and easy-to-use solution for any office. With its easy-to-peel, self-adhesive ends, Bib-Eze can be quickly applied, removed, and thrown away -- eliminating the cost of cleaning both in time and materials. They can also be more comfortable than standard bib chains because they can stretch to fit all patients without the discomfort caused by the sharp edges or cold metals of traditional bib holders.

Ordering Information

35053 Bib-Eze Single Use Disposable Bib Holders Box of 250
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